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About This Game

“ALEA JACTA EST” (The Die is Cast) is what Caesar said as he crossed the Rubicon River when he learned that the Senate
had removed him from his command. Crossing that small Italian river was equivalent to disobeying Rome’s orders and entering

into open rebellion.

The great confrontation with Pompey was about to begin… One of them would become the Master of Rome, and the other
would die…

Alea Jacta Est is the first historical strategy game on the PC to cover the main Roman civil wars, created by a dedicated team of
experts to bring the epic battles that pitted Romans against Romans in conflicts such as those between Rome, Sertorius, and

Mithridates.

With an incredible level of rich historical detail and historical accuracy, it is one of the few strategy games where the player
must face the real dilemmas and challenges of the Romans during the time. Not only must you build and train armies, maneuver

them and engage the enemy, but you must also maintain an economic and diplomatic balance with your neighbors.

Using the successful and famous AGE engine, Alea Jacta Est covers the whole of Europe, Northern Africa, and part of Eastern
Europe, part of more than 2,800 regions, complete with cities, roads, fortifications, weather types, tribes and kingdoms of the

time of the scenario. Featuring 5 campaigns from 87 BC to 197 AD, hundreds of historical leaders, units and events, Alea Jacta
Est is a must-have for any grand strategy fan.
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Ancient Command System (based on the Wars in America system), allowing for a good representation of historical army
command in the Roman era.

Quick and simple system of Construction of Units, allowing players to choose and purchase their forces as they wish (or
can).

Decisions features, playable on the map, like wild cards assets

Diversified set of historical events, allowing multiple choices events and options, hereby enhancing flexibility and re-
playability.

Different updates and other rules, in particular combat system adapted to the Ancient warfare.

Map: all of the Roman Empire and neighboring lands, with over 2800 different regions and seas, a lot of room for
maneuvers.

Over a thousand of leaders and units with specific pictures.
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Title: Alea Jacta Est
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Ageod
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+/Vista/Win7/Win8/Win 10

Processor: Pentium IV 1800+ MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX 9 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German
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This is a must-try for VR. It's an incredibly simple yet remarkably powerful experience.. Much Wow.
Much Bombs...
 All-ah Akbar. Frontlines fuel of war in 2019 isnt going to wow anyone considering what else has been available since its release
back 2009 but with that said its still fun to play around with and will work off a PC/laptop with the processing power of a cheap
calculator if picked up in a deep sale.
As you play out the missions your introduced to various gadgets and vehicles to aid you along with the customary small to heavy
weapons in FPS style. You choose your operations within mission and get to tackle it in various ways without running out of this
or that along the way.
With its online servers now pushing up daisies and thus damaging playing value, its strictly singleplayer for the duration of the
campaign.
Its an ok game but none the less more a got nothing else to do or choose type of purchase.. Grimlore cures my depression again
with SF3: Soul Harvest.
Stunning visuals, beautiful soundtracks, overall great audio and at least 90% less bugs than SF3 did. The developers really
learned from past mistakes and I'm happy to see that.
The story in the addon is much better than the base game, the RTS system got reworked, the RPG parts feel better too. The
game might look simplified at first sight due to being able to only choose 2 skill trees and there being only 4 general resistances
but the unit characteristics actually bring more to that. For example you might deal more damage or have additional effects dealt
depending on if the target unit is living, an undead, a construct or just a humanoid. And even though you can only choose 2
trees, they feel much better designed than in the base game + you get a synergy skill depending on the trees you have chosen,
you will also unlock 2 more skills later on from the side quests!
The skirmish part is a bit worse now, though, but that will still be worked on by the devs. Also, there's now ranked play available
together with matchmaking.
My honest score would be around 8.9\/10 but I'll give it a 10\/10 just because I'm a big spellforce fan and it only costs you
around 15 dollars\/euro if you already own base SF3 here. 15-25$ for a game of such quality is a steal!. Nothing much to say if
you like jigsaws you'll like this.. a good camo if your into druuuuuuuuuuuuugs maaaan. Very buggy, wasn't pleased with the
game. If I had my time back, I would've requested a refund.. Very good story that describes the slacker lifestyle in one story and
the sociopath sales in the other. The little details the story takes from answering a very general personal finance survey at the
start put me in an accurate existence bin. Which made me realize, how so many probably are in the same boat. A sobering game
about indulging fantasies of a family member while wealth and income degrade. It's a mature drama and I recommend it.
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This game is fun af. It's the perfect time waster and I highly recommend. The best run and gun game there is. Yes it might be a
little out dated but it's still a great game to play!. holy ♥♥♥♥ this game is amazing. I loved first two Commandos games but this
one... It took me 5 minutes to even figure out how to play. I was clicking everywhere with no success. And that was pretty much
it for me. Piece of garbage.. AWA is a basic arcadey shmup with occasional mild bullet hell. Unfortunately, it doesn't really do
anything to warrent your attention over the many other options.

Between levels, you can spend funds to buy powerups (which there are more than enough of during levels), bombs and drones,
or repair the one hit your ship can take

Drones both add firepower and will take a hit for you, which is great, until you collide with an enemy you couldn't see against
the background, and promptly die.

My main issue with the game is there's no invulnerability after a hit. And since the reason you got hit was probably a mess of
bullets, you can die rather suddenly.

There is some other weirdness, like being able to attack bosses before they're on screen, and not having a clear hitbox, but
nothing major.

Overall, it's an alright shmup, with some possible frustrations, but there are heaps of good shmups out there, so I can't
recommend you spend your money here.. Forgot how addicting this game is, it's so much fun. has an unfortunate flickering
thing on my screen though... but the game itself is still awsome. Slow methodical strategy game that has a challenging but fair
difficulty.. Waddle Home is a fun puzzle game in the genre of ChuChuRocket (Dreamcast).

Release a penguin from it's cage and it will walk forward untill it hits an obstacle, then turns right and walks forward again. Get
the penguin to the spaceship! Collect the eggs along the way. Sounds simple but the levels become more and more complex.

It's a great family game or if you want to cool down from actiongames. Looks good, sounds good, runs great, good price.

Specs: i7 6700k, 16GB RAM, R9 390.. Don't be a fool. Use an auto clicker.. This game is absolutely stunning. The
addictiveness and simplicity that characterizes this game somehow made me play 7 hours straight yesterday.

I highly recommend if you're into puzzles games. It's fun playing with gravity :). It get's challenging later on, but feels awesome
when you actually get it down.
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